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SALEM HIGH WINS
INTERSCHOLASTIC
CA G E TOURNEY
Gains Championship of Eastern
Massachusetts Through
Three Victories
PLAY

GAMES

IN

Tourney Run By M.
Under The
H.

P.

HANGAR

I. T.

A.

A.

Direction of
McCarthy

Friday and Saturday in the Hangar
gym the Interscholastic Basketball
Eliminatioh Tournament under the
auspices of the M. I. T. A. A. was held
here for the first time. Salem High
School won the finals, in winning every one of the three games played. Friday afternoon in the first round Brockton Hith defeated New Bedford high
vhile Salem won from Lowell. Finishing the initial round Friday evening,
New Bedford Vocational defeated Plymouth High and Medford squeezed out
a victory from Attleboro.
The second round or semi-finals
were held Saturday afternoon in which
Salem triumphed over Brockton and
Medford nosed out New Bedford Vocational by a mere point.
Final Score 34-12
The finals took place immediately
following the Varsity game with Holy
Cross, where Salem won the undisputed possession of leadership in Eastern Massachusetts. The final score of
the final game was 34-12. The Witch
City lads demonstrated their superiority over the Medfordites in every department of the game by which they
easily won the title.
Following the last game the Salem
boys were presented with gold basketball charms emblematic of the championship. The Medfordites were presented with similar silver basketballs
as their reward for second place. Dr.
Allen W. Rowe '01, secretary of the
Advisory Council of the M. I. T. A. A.,
made the presentations and commented on the remarkable spirit and support afforded the respective teams.

LACK OF INTEREST IN

SOPH DANCE SHOWN
Upperclassmen in Majority
At Copley Plaza Friday
Surprise and regret at the lack of
interest shown by the Sophomores in
their coming Midwinter Dance is expressed by their class officers. The affair is this Friday, with dancing from
9 until 1 o'clock, at the Swiss Room
of the Copley Plaza Hotel.
A statement was given out by the
class officers that all classes are welcome to the dance but it is supposed
to be a Sophomore function. So far
the upper classmen have shown considerably more interest in the affair
than the Sophomores themselves have.
A good many more tickets must be
sold to make it a financial success,
the officers are trying to impress
a and
the class with the -fact that if they
do not show more class spirit, the
affair will cause a deficit.
If enough tickets are sold to cover
the cost of the orchestra and hall, favors or specialties of some sort-will
be arranged for. Unless the fixed costs
are covered shortly, it will be too late
to make any arrangements for favors.
Tickets are being sold in most of the
fraternity houses and in the main
corridor from 12 until' 2 o'clock for
$2.50 a couple.
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Sports Summary
For The Week-End
VARSITY

Basketball
Holy Cross, 31
M. I. T., 22
Boxing
M. I. T., 4
New Hampshire, 2
Fencing
West Point, 7
M. I. T., 6
Gym
Pennsylvania, 42
M. I. T., 1l
Swimming
New England
Intercollegiates(Dartmouth 37, Brown 16, Williams 14, Weslyan 5, Amherst 3,
M. I. T. 1).
Wrestl i ng
M. I. T., 15
Stevens, 9
FRFES HMAN
Basketball
M. I. T., 35
Brown, 28
Fencing
English High, 8
M. I. T. 1
Swimming
Newton High, 54
M. I. T. 11

C
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PreparationsFor
Elaborate Circus
Are Under Way
Armory Expected to be Scene
Of Hilarious F~un-Fest on
April Fools' Night
Plans for the 1926 Technology Circus should be well under way by the
end of this week, with a meeting of
the Circus Committee scheduled for
tomorrow and most of the fraternities
and activities planning on some kind
of stunt or exhibit to make this the
most hilarious outlet for pent-up steam
ever accomplished in the annals of
Technology.
Several of the activities have already signified their intention of put+.ing on some kind of stunt and with
the very short-time'left -in which to
complete arrangements it is necessary
for all entrants to start things going
at once.
Probably in Armory
Although the Cambridge Armory has
not yet been acquired in which to
stage the event, inasmuch as that is
the logical place to hold it, an effort
will be made to obtain the Armory
for April 1.
Last year the dormitories combined
irl one group to put on their 6xhibition but. it has not been decided as yet
whether the same plan will be carried
out again or not. It is possible that
each hall may put on a separate
stunt, or that two or more halls may
combine.
In all cases, those who plan on
staging some act, or having a booth
should get in touch with members of
the Committee. Dwight K. Luster'26,
is in charge of all side shows and
booths and ideas or plans should be
directed to him. Ring Stunts are under the direction of C. Wesley Meytrott '27.

INCREASE OF FOOD
SUPPLY DISCUSSED
BY DR. PRESCOTT
Scientific Improvement of Production Necessary Within a Century
RECOMMENDS NEW MEATS
"Cattle will be raised almost solely
for dairy products and not for meat
supply within a few decades," prophesied Dr. Samuel C. Prescott '94, who
delivered the concluding popular science lecture of the year yesterday afternoon in room 1LO-250.
"The World's
Food Supply-Its
Sources and Preservation" was his
subject and in his talk he outlined the
belief that there must be a more consistent application of science to agriculture and to food production in general that the increasing population of
the world may not grow faster than
the- food supply.
:S.O,000,000 is the estimated population of the United States in the year
2000 A.D. as figured by the Bureau of
Census, a naturally conservative organlization. The saturation point with
our present food supply is but 140,000,000 and drastic steps must therefore be taken.
Reindeer as Meat
M~easures such as the one prophesied about our meat supply will be
used. As a substitute for our present
source of meat Dr. Prescott offers the
reindeer of the frozen North and the
goats land similar smaller animals of
the tropics.
William F. Wells '09, Biologist for
the Newv York State Conservation
Commission, has already produced a
method for artificial propagation of
the oyster whereby the production of
this delicacy may-become large and
profitable. A film illustrated this field
of endeavor.
Conservation of the food once it is
produced is another problem since
food is not consumed as soon as obtained.

IMPROVEMENTS MADE
.ON DISCHARGE FLUME
Alterations are being completed on
thes flume in building 3, in the form of
a by-pass so that discharge water
need not be run through the Smith reaction water wheel connected at the
bottom of the flume.
Heretofore, it has been necessary
for an attendant to supervise the operation of the water wheel, though
it might not have been a part of the
experiment. Under the direction of
Professor Jesse J. Eames '02, four
holes were
cut by oxyacetalyne
torch, and four nipples welded in
place by are welding. Ten inch valves
and pipes are attached to them and
it is now possible for experiments to
be performed without the necessity
of running the wheel.

Five Cents
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WORK PROGRESSING
M.1.T.-DARTMOUTH
ON NEW SONG BOOK'

MUSICAL CONCERT
WELL ATTENDED

According to the committee the song
book is expected to be out before
Commencement. Each fraternity will
have one of its songs in the publication.
Eben B. Haskell '26 of the committee states that, so far, many of the
houses have sent in their contributions but there are still several outstanding.
In a canvass among the
Alumni it was shown that the book
will satisfy a need long-felt at Technology. It will be composed of about
twenty-five Technology numbers including some recent Tech Show successes and several of O. B. Dennison's
hits.
Many well known college songs of
Harvard, Yale, Dartmouth, Wesleyan
and other institutions will also appear.
In addition, a group of old time favorites will be included such as "The
Road to Mandalay" and "Honey That
I Loved so Well." Important announcements about the book will appear
later.

Dancing Follows Program Of
Music Presented by
Combined Clubs
BANJO

Facts on

Which

All

Contemporary Atomic
Theory Is Based

FEATURES

I
Tunesters, Barbary Coast Band
Andl Techtonians Furnish
Dance Music

Darrow Delivers
Second Talk On
Atomic Theories
Explains

DUET

Performing jointly with the Dartmouth Instrumental Club for the third
-successive year, the Combined Musical
Clubs of M. I. T. offered representative numbers from each of the clubs in
the Louis XIV Ballroom of the Somerset last Friday evening. A large
crowd was present at the start of the
program and was augmented by late
arrivals until the start of the dance
program when the ballroom was
crowded to the limit. Although many
Dartmouth men were in attendance,
the audience was largely made up of
Technology students and friends.
It is not possible to, say that any
one number on the program was better
than the others, but those numbers
which were the best received included
"June," by Tschaikowsky, rendered by
the Dartmouth Instrumental Club, and
which called for a encore number,
selections byr the M. I. T. Glee Club
Quartette; and a specialty banjo duet
act put on by O. L. Barker and P. D.
Thompson of Dartmouth.
Banjo Lights Well Received
To start the program two selections
were given by the Dartmouth Instrumental Club followed by three songs
from the M. I. T. Glee Club. The third
number was a Xylophone duet by N.
R. Dowe and W. C. French, Dartmouth,
and was followed by popular medleys
rendered by the Technology Banjo
Club. As usual, the banjo lights cre.
ated much favorable comment.
Sandwiched between this act and
(Ciontinued on page 4)

Dr. Karl K. Darrow delivered the
second of his series of three leccturaes
on atomic theory Friday afternoon
in room 10-275.
He reviewed the
ground covered in the previous lecture-, -and explained the experimental.
ion.
He outlined our knowledge of this
ion, emphasizing ,the difference between
it and the theoretical 1ion of which
there are many verities, each used to
explain different observed properties.
Frone study of the ions of neon, J. J.
Thomson found that neoln had two
atomic weights and therefore it was
concluded rthalt the atomic weight is
not the independent variable of which
all properties are funcrtionls.
Mosely, the young British soientist whose life was cuit short by the
wear in experimentation with X-ray
spectra of elements
found that
the square root of the X-ray frequency
of an element varied linearly along
the. periodic table, putting in thleir
proper places thoise elements which
could not be placed by atomic weight.
He assigned to each element an atomic
number and it -is now held that these
For the past three years, the Renuumbesr
represent Ithe lindeplendenlt frigerationl Laboratory in Building 46
variable, the positive charge on the has been in the process of develop-

REFRIGERATION LAB
IS BEING EQUIPPED
To Be Employed in Special
.Option In Coure 1l

ment. A number of commercial and
domestic machines comprise the equipment, and the most recent addition
to the equipment was in the form of
three domestic type Servel-refrigerators.
th Is
varying charge on the nucleus
One of these machines is a comaccording to its p-osition in the Pe- plete home outfit, except that it is
ri-odic Table.
equipped with glass panels so that obDr. Dar-row will -conclude his se- servation may be made during experiries Friday art 2 'celock in room 10- ments. There is no necessity for test
275 and any member of the student wells for thermometers. Another mabody or staff may attend.
chine is taken down so that the parts
can be studied and a third unit is set
up without the cabinet so that it can
I
be used for any experimental work.
There are several Brunswick ice maI
Mll.
chines,
ranging in capacity from one
L
industry
depends
principally, said Dr.
Value of Theoretical Research
to five tons, also a 500 pound Litman.
Brooks, on the unsaturated hydrocarThe laboratory is used for the study
Is Greatest, Says Noted
bons.
This, he said, will probably
To
Discuss
Concrete
Mixes
of
the elements of refrigeration and
In
never reach the importance of the
Chemist
likely will be used for research work.
fuel uses of petroleum.
Series
of Addresses
Professor William H. Jones '09, of the
Molecule Not Smooth
Professor Frederick G. Keyes, head
At Institute
Mechanical Engineering Department is
of the Department of Chemistry, and
Our ideas concerning the behavior
in charge of the laboratory work and
Dr. Benjamin T. Brooks, consulting of gases from the point of view of
Another series of lecture demonstra- in the installation of the equipment.
chemist on the staff of Arthur D. Lit- molecular kinetics was discussed by tions on the proportioning of concrete The course has been established but
tle, Inc., were the speakers at a meet- Dr. Keyes in his paper, "The Impor- mixes is now being conducted in room IIa year, the first classes being held at
nucleus.

Just as most of the theorizing about
the electron has its basis in the measured values of "e" -over "m" so the
theoretical atom incorporates in i!tself Ithe expJerimental atom which has

Dr. Keyes Discusses Modification of

Theory of Gases at Chemists Maeeting CEMENT LECTURE
SERIES ARRANGED

ing of the Northeastern Section of the
American Chemical Society in room
10-250 Friday evening.
In his paper, "The Relation of Re-I
search to the Petroleum Industry,"' Dr.
Brooks said that the chemist hias not
had a chance in this industry. He
CHESS EXPERT WINS
cited the example of the development
the cracking process of separating
IN EXHIBITION PLAY of
petroleum products, while the vacuum
process was recommended by chemSaturday afternoon
W. Perkins, ists as long ago as 1910. Vacuum
dischess expert from New York, played
tillation is now being carried on- as
fifteen, men -simultaneously, in West
lowr as three millimeters of mercury.,
Lounge, Walker. After four hours of Figures
showing that distillation at
continuous playing he finished with a
this pressure extracted 94 per cent
score of fourteen won to one lost.
of the heavy oils as compared with
Philip Franklin, professor of Mathe- about
50 per cent by the cracking
matics was the, lone victor..
:process were given..
WIr. Perkins is considered the strong- :Dr. Brooks said that the value of
est chess- player in Boston today. At -abstract, disinterested research was
Dresent he is. delivering. a series of greater in the long run than "pot
lectures about chess at the Boston -boiling" or sp~ecific research.. The posChess 'Club adPd in his spare time is ,sibilitles of establishing a. fine-chemgiving simultaneous chess'exhlbifions. [Ical industry analagous to the, coal tar

tance to Chemical Theory of a Knowledge of the Physical Properties of
Substances." All the relationships of
Physical Chemistry are developed under the assumption of molecules of a
perfect gas like .billiard
balls. We
now know that the outer surface of
molecules is quite different, consisting
of attractions and repulsions of electrons revolving in orbits.
Dr. Keyes has set himself the task
of modifying these gas laws. He considers Van der Waal's factor is a real
property of the atoms of gases and
showed that by applying some new
considerations to some simple gases,
reasonably close correspondence was
obtained between measured and calculated values. The importance
of
properties like electric moment and
dielectric constant was stressed and a
number of slides illustrating the effect of his. modification' of -gas laws
from those of -perfect gases were
sihown.

3-270 every Tuesday night at 6 o'clock.
These lectures are being given by the
Portland Cement Association and will
run until March 30, inclusive, with
the final meeting on April 27.
Due to a popular demand from the
building contractors of Boston, W. C.
Voss, who delivered the first series
that was given during October of last
,year, has consented to lecture on the
same subject and on topics allied to
it. It is the intention at these meetings to study from a practical point of
view the questions of water-cement ration, fineness modulus, strengths and
job control through actual concrete
mixers from which test cylinders will
be made and comprehensive failures
measured. All the details of the bulking of sand, moisture in sand, inundationt methods, aggregate sizes, and
I
scientific mix designs will be discussed
.j
'in detail. Demonstrations will accom-.
II
'pany
each address to point out various
'important 'facts.
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CALENDAR
Monday, March 15
1:00-ARero Society Man. Board meeting,
room 3-312.
5:00-Senior Weelc Committee meeting,
committee room.
Tuesday, March 16
7 :00-2W. IE. Society meeting, North Hall,
Walker.

5:00-Circus. Committee meeting,
West
Lounge, Walker.
5:O0--T. E. N. Board meeting; Corinmittee room.
Wednesday, March 17
5:OO-Marss Meeting of entire Sophomore
class, room 5-380.
7:00-Alpha Chi Sigma Smoker, Faculty
dining room.
Thursday, March 18
8X00-Memorial Society meeting, North.
Hall, Wallker.
I
...· Friday, March 19
9:00--Sophomore Dance,
Swiss
Room,
I Copley Plaza.
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(Following is the reply of the Athletic Association to the two communications published in this column last Friday morning. The Editor welooms further discussion on the Student Tax in
this column.-Ed.)
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FOR SPRING FEVER

I

THE SUTNGAZERS, a novel by H. H.
Knibbs. Boston. Houghton-Mifflin
Co. $2.00
Everyone is anxiously awaiting the
coming of spring; chronic spring fever is beginning to put in appearance.
To any who would pass a few delightful hours relieving the monotony of
the windy days of March, we heartily
recommend the reading of The Suzngazers. It is the story of two hoboes
and their adventures in the great outdoors, equipped only with a blanket
and a can for each of them.
A happier combination than Bill
Morningstar and Jinglebob is hard to
imagine. The narrative is carried
along much of the time in the whimsical, yet expressive dialect of the
knights of the road; and from the time
when Bill Morningstar first meets his
poetic pal to the very end, the story
is overflowing with rollicking humor.,

To the Editor:
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $2.50 PER YEAR
R eplying to the communications in
Published every Monday, Wednesday your "Open Forum" column of March
and Friday during the College year
the expenditure of
12th regardi-ng
Entered as Second Class Matter at the funds to be possibly obtained by the
Office
Boston Post
increase in the Student Tax for the
Athletic Association, it can be definiteReporters
ly stated that there is no reason to
J. A. Russell
:28
Paul Keough ' 29
of "athG. R. Taminosian
27 believe that the present policy
R. H. Blair '29
A. S. Walton '27 letics for the mass" will become a
IIM. Brimberg '29
R. T. Wise '28 side issue.
E. A. Michelman '29
In fact, on the contrary,
the main purpose of the increase has
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT
for its incentive the desire to alter exAdvertising Division
iSting conditions in Tech sports that
Assistant Managers
hamper the handling of students seek'28
Simard
Rene
D. M. Sturznickle '28
ing recreation.
C. J. Hurd '29 Current expenses are increasing evC. R. Oleson '28
D. L. Dunklee '29
ery year due to more men participatCirculation Department
ing on the various squads, and comAssistant Manager
bined with lows college enrollment, fiC. W. Taylor '2-8
nancial stability is not what it should,
Staff
be.
I
J. W. Palmer '29 11
D. R. Donovan '28
D. S. Parsons '29
Treasury Division
Assistant Treasurer
J. M. Farnum '28

Staff
A. C. Pforzheimer '29

In charge of this issue:

R. H. Blair '29

WE BARBARIANSI
WIE WERE considerably amused at a letter we received from ai
TVpublisher in which the writer seemed surprised that a book
dealing with human emotions and feelings should have an appeal
to wayone attending a technical school. The letter was friendly and
sympathetic1 It expressed such a spirit of compassionate toleranee
as one of us might assume in trying to explain a few of the morre
common mysteries of nature to an innocent esthete-why his Ford
wouldn't start with the brakes applied or why lighted cigars are
dangerous in the vicinity of gasoline tanks.
To those who have had the advantages of a wisely directed
four-year communion with formal art and literature-to those who
take the time from the bare business of earning a living to enjoy
the dlelicate hidden beauty of life, we at Technlology must seem to be.
a strange group. They must picture a hard-hearted crew of earth
worms -rubbing for naked facts amid dirt and grime and strange
unnam able odors from chemicals with even stranger names.
It is enough to say that the average student at the Institute
looks upon himself in somewhat a different light. If be ever pon-

and side-splitting situations, sound
Equipment Needed for More Men
New equipment, as well as -theup- philosophy, and wonderful characterikeep, is also imperative. Anyone con- zations.
Bill has the true artistic temperanected with Crew last season will acand tohear him narrate how he
ment,
knowledge the inadequacy of facilities.
light three times around the
traveled
try
to
enough
life
with
men
Tech
Most
enough to make the most
is
world
mospare
their
to take advantage of
up a
ments, can-not, and are advised not sober-minded person want to roll when
And
trail."
the
"hit
and
blanket
tryafternoons,
to spend two hours
Ing to procure apparatus on which t~oJinglebob injects his poetic descrippicture
exercise sufficiently. Does one rea- tionls into an already beautiful
them the
lize that last year one hundred and we can't help admiring with
sixty men were either turned away beautiful things in life.
from sports or else became discouraged because of the lack of equipCommenting upon our request for
ment? And that does not include the
privilege of reviewing Marie Conthe
abandon
the
number eliminated by
the Century
of the Interfraternity Rowing Tourna- away Oemaler's Shepvherds.
see just
cannot
it
that
says
Company
spring!
last
reason
same
ment for the
with
do
would
students
Tech
what
is
The service- that the A. A. is giving
a sentiis
"it
as
inasmuch
book
the
satisfactory.
from
far
evidently
roConcerning team trips, there is no mental comedy, full of pathos and and
ance, tenderness and affection
intentiollexisting to create opportuninot ordities for the members to be away more, other minor vices which are
of 'enzieaui~nient
the
of
Tpart
a
than usual. In fact the tendency will| narilv

teams in order to equalize the out-of- fears, they have sent us the book and
town contests. On the other hand, too a review will appear next Monday.
much stress can not be given the subject of obtaining means whereby Techniology can be represented by strong
and deserving groups in Intercollegiate
meets.

(Signed) K. S. Lord '26,
(President, M. I. T. Athletic Ass'n.)

Intercollegiates

ders over'what good he is to the world and where his niche was cut

11
for him, he will probably place himself as an all-aroulnd man; just -of Dar~tmouth, dias recently attacked
enough of the ultra-collegia to avoid the stigma of "grind"; just lThe Dalrtmouth, the, college daily. The,
enough interest in the arts and just enough knowledge. of bridge Towelr was criticized for tthe lack of
communication
to permit him to "get by" at Wellesley, and just enough study 'to ,editorial policy byto a justify
itself by
attempted
,it
the
and
himself
considers
allow him to " get by " his professors. He
claiming {that The Dartmnouth6 was a
he
what
and
him
of
think
happy medium betwecen what the esthetes
greater offender in that respect. FurI
it claimed that a definite
thinks of the esthetes.
thermore
Obviously, there is something wrong with our present hit-or-miss policy was too limiting for their type
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HISTORICAL ROMANCE
HISTORICAL ROMANCE
THE ALTAR OF THEBishop
LEGION:
A
and Ar.
novel by Farnham
thur Gilchrist Brodeur, Boston.
Little, Brown and Company. $2.00.
Those who like historical romances
will find in Thte AlItar of the Legion, a
vivid treatment of a particularly interesting, though obscure legend. It is
a tale of the struggles of the Britons
against the invading Saxons, before
the latter had finally conquered the
land and begun the foundation of the
present English speaking races.
The Altar of the Legion is another
name for, Lyonesse, that fabled Roman colony situated in the extreme
south western part of England between Land's'End and the Scilly Isles,
on a peninsular that has since been
buried under the waves. This land of
Roman and Christian culture, its people half Roman, half Briton, its great
city Bellerium abounding in marble
palaces and mighty edifices, is indeed
a subject that the authors make much
The tragic events of those troubled

times are related in a most stirring

maniner. The authors seem to have
specialized in battles, and probably
one third of the book is devoted to
their description. :But, even so, descriptions are not often tedious. The
death of King Owain and the annihila.e
tion of his W elshmen by the barbarous
Saxons is a scene not easily forgot.
ten.
There is a hero and heroine in the
story of course, but oddly enough,
they do not evten fall in love with each
other. The emphasis that the authors
put on relating the fate of armies, and
the vicissitudes of kingdoms, does not
leave them much time to discuss the
This story
personalities that appear.
seems to be the first attempt of the
authors at writing fiction, and consequently various crudities are apparent
in its execution. It is a book that will
appeal to those who ilke historical romance, but to others not so favored,
we fear it will prove rather uninteresting.

Mining Engineer Is Sure of Position
After His Graduation From Institute
(This article is the third of a series
outlining the wvork of each of the departments of instruction at Technology.
While tile series wvas planned primarily
for the information of freshmen, our
readers outside the Institute will find
Other courses
the series informative.
will be discussed in later issues.-Ed.

By Prof. Charles E. Locke
What is the present field for the
mining engineer? Some people have
felt that with the admitted decrease
in the number of-mines in operation
and with the certainty that as time
goes on the chances of discovering
new mines will grow less and less,
~engineerl
the field for the mining
howvpublication. Thle Dartmoitoth,
and more limited,
more
become
method of informing the worl d what life at Technology is like. of
would
ever, feels that they have undertaken
failed to conWhile it is decidedly unconventional for barbarians to send mis- anl exceptionality definite policy of con- but such people have'
Mines may
fully.
subject
sterethe
a
sider
with
propagandist
a
equip
might
sionaries to Rome, we
sitructive criticism this year.
mineral
but
number,
in
less
become
OptiCOll, a parel of slides, and a speech and then send himl oult into
bound to increase.
is
production
to
the world to show outsiders that eve don't carry pipe wrenches
The Unliversity of Kansa~s has the Larger deposits of -lower grade, opwite
a
from
signal
oll
work
stop
and
of heaving the first hono- erated on a basis similar to manustart
don't
distincation
we
that
class and
r ary psychology fraternity which s facturing, will supply our- future
called Beta Chi Sigma. The Socie~ty needs. These will involve problems
is ofte~n addressed by various promn calling for many technically trained
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BURLESQUE
of Xthe American Psychological Asso- for research in order that the enterciatizon are Liven which show the novel prises may function in the most effiburlesque
little or no reason it is commonly supposed that
and beneficial psychological methods cient and economical manner. This
entertainment.
now being put into practice.
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suspecting audience. However, no
tically the same in all the Eastern and
burlesque showvs is not considerably above that of the multitude of middle western institutions. At present -the average cost varies witth the
second rate vaudeville performances.
college from fivelto, ten times that sum.

the research division. A concrete
example may be taken of the Mesabi
Iron Company in Minnesota which
plans ultimately to mine and treat
100,000 tons of low grade iron ore
daily. At -the very inception of this
enterprise the management called for
many young mining engineers on the
construction and development work
and held out the promise that the
man who made good could look forward to holding responsible executiv~e positions later.
The old engineer looked forward
to the goal of independent consulting engineer where clients would
come to his New York office and pay
(Continued on Page 4)
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COLON IAL-"Ben Hurl'-With a thrilling sea fight and chariot.
Bound."--ne of
"Outward
COPLEY:
Sutton Vane's plays.
HOLLIS: Dark~.
MAJESTIC:

"The

Big

Parade."l-Veryl

realistic.
NEW PARK: "Rain.!'-You will enjoy its
human drama
of
rare combination
andgood acting.

TECH REEPRE3SENTATIVES
W. H. Carlisle, Jr. '283

PLYMOUTH: "The Judge's Husband."With William. Hodge at his best.
Edna
"Minick."1-From
REPERTORY:
Ferber's Story.
SHUBERT: "Naughty Riquette."1-In its
teEeig,
last week.
teEeigw
TREMONT: "Ladies for
David Bela-sco production.
-A
WILBUR: "Aloma of the South Seas. "Well acted.
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FORSALE
Three fine slide rules$10.
New value $20. .. ingle rule
Address, 187 Peter,-$4.
borough St. Suite 80.
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BOXERS DEFEAT NEW HAMPSHIRE
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.ENGINEER MAThMEN 1I COURTMEN DROP FINAL
Beaver Wing IMen Overcome SCORE 15 TO 9 WIN
GAME TO HOLY CROSS
New HampshireBoxers By AGAINST STEVENS
the curtain lowered on Institute I
4-2 Score In Close ContestI'New England Intercollegiates .Asbasketball
season, Coach McCarthy's TENNIS MEN WILL
court team succumbed to the powerful
attack
START NEXT WEEK
of the Holy Cross five in the
This Week Find Team
Cardinal and Gray Spurt in
Hangar
gym
Saturday
night.
The
final
FENCERS LOSE TO
Seconmd Half Nlearly
In Fine Form
score was 31-22. This marks the sixth Meeting Today
for Varsity and
Eavens Count
consecutive loss for the Cardinal and
WEST POINT TfEAMI|THREE MEN WIN BY FALLS lGray.
Freshman Candidates
Holding a return match with the II
i
I

i
I

I
I

-

I

JoeContinues
Levis
His.Strng
University of New Hampshire the EnJoe Levis {:ontmues His Strmg
ginleers reversed the former decision, I
Of Consecutive Victories by
when they outpointed the upstaters by
a 4-2 -score. The feature bout of the
Takiing All Bouts
meet was between Kwauk of the Institute and Riceordi of New HampWest Point put a thorn in the side
shire. After three gruelling rounds the
Cambridge Boxer was declared a win- of Technology's fencing team Saturœer.
day, defeating it by the score of 7 to 6.
In the one hundred twenty five
As
the close score points out, the
pound class, Captain Epstein secured
match
was no walk-over. 'The Beavers
a decision over Boyd. Blackwood in
the one hundred thirty fives was the had the advantage of their opponents
,ther Technology winner outpointing in the epee matches, but were decihis opponent Higgins. Peatfield was sively outpointed in the foils. By this
awarded his match by default. The victory the Army accomplished a feat
contestants were very evenly matched performed this year only by her rivals
in most cases and some very good the Navy. Both the cadets and the
midshipmen are noted for their abilboxing was shown throughout.
ity with the foils and it is no disgrace
In spite of the claims that the Phi to be beaten by either of theml
Joe Levis kept up his unmarred
Beta Kappa societies contain merely
grinids, a survey of the new members string of victories by capturing all of
elected at Dartmoulth this year shows his bouts, both foil and duelling sword.
that practically all -the campus activ- Levis is considered one of the best
ities are represented. There are also fencers in collegiate ranks, having
members of the athletic teams as well met and defeated the premier foilsmen of such -teams as Navy, Army,
as two athletic manageqr.
Columbia, and Cornell. Ken Hawthorne, who has been winning consistently for the Engineers, was on
the sick list and was unable to take
the trip.
Spitzli took Hawthorne's
place in the line-uD and although all
three of his matches were hotly con277 Harvard fiSt., Brookline, Mass. tested he didn't display the form and
ability which Hawthorne usually has.
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wrestling team when the Ste- A. A. elimination tournament to decide

vens matmen went down to defeat by
the score of 15 to 9 in the Walker gym
Saturday evening. Each team won
three bouts, but the Technology wins
were all falls, while the Stevens men
were able to score their victories only
by decisions.
Harris, Capt. Franks, and Burke
were the men who gained falls for the
Institute team. In each case the Engineer threw his opponent in about five
minutes. Because of the illness of the
Ste vens 115-pounder, no bout was held
in that class, so that Jimmy Cullen
was unable to display his wares.
The opening bout proved to be the
best one of the evening, Colli of Stevens having a slight edge over Johnsoln of Technology. As they were very
evenly matched and were both very
fast, the contest was full of action
throughout and the winner in doubt
until the end.
Warburton a "Find"

Warburton, a prospect discovered in
the interclass meet, represented Technology for the first time in the 135pound division. Although losing the
bout by referee's decision, his work indicated that he will be a valuable man
with a little more practice.
In the heavyweight class, Staebner
of Technology lost to Milling of Stevens by referee's decision in an exhausting bout.
By winning their bouts by falls, Capt.
Franks, Harris, and Burke indicated
that they will be in top form for the
New Erland Intercollegiates, which
come on Friday and Saturday of this
week. As this tournament will be coni
tested
in the hangar gym, the team
should do exceptionally well when enouraged by the student body.
The Summary
195-lb.-Colli, Stevens, defeated Johnson, Tech, referee's decision.
135-lb.-Weymouth, Stevens, defeated
Warburton, Tech, referee's decision.
145-lb.-Harris,
Tech, threw Beers,

Stevens. Tinle: 4 mnin. 32. sec.
158-lb. Capt. Franks, Tech, threw RosI
enthal,
Stevens. Time: 3 min. 49 sec.
175-lb.-Burke, Tech, threw Hourigan,
Stevens.
Time: 5 miln. 25 sec.
Unlimited-Milling,
Stevens, defeated
Staebner, Tech, referee's decision.
Score: Tech 15; Stevens 9.
- --

the champion schoolboy team of Elastern Massachusetts.
Holy Cross started in like a house
afire and set a hot pace all during the
first half. In this half the Engineers
seemed to have lacked that added
punch which is essential to win basketball games, for time after time, the
Purple player beat his man to the ball
where an Institute palyer should have
captured it. Holy Cross was also fortunate to have hardly any opposition
in front of the basket at times during
the first half. as Shanahan the streaky
Purple forward, and Burke counted on
five occasions from the floor.
Defense

M issing

The Technology defence seemed to
be missing all during the first half of
the game as the opposing forwards
had little or no trouble ill bringing the
ball in front of the basket in attempting to score. On two occasions did the
Crusaders drop the ball through the
net only to have the. score killed on
account of minor technicalities. FoulLnlg was frequent on either side as
Estes of Technology and Kittredge of
Holy Cross were forced to withdraw
from the fray on this account. The
foul shooting on both sides was rather
poor. The score at the end of the half
stood 15-5 in favor of Holy Cross.
For the winners Captain Burke,
Shlanahlan, and Conners were the high
scorers, while for the Engineers the
splendid work of Ernie Hinck who
broke up many a Purple pass and his
keen shooting. Unibenhauer, who replaced Diehle at center filled the latter's shoes to perfection figuring prominently in the passwork of the team.
The Summary
HOLLY CROSS
A.l. Jo.
Shanahan, If ................
rg, Hindlic
Connors (Morris, Cerbini), rf
1g, Meyer (Moch)
Ktitridge, c ......... c, Biehle (Umbenhaeur)
Riley,
. ............
lg.
rf, Estes (Innerasky)
Burk~e (Brady), rg . .............If, Forrester
Score-Holy Cross 31, Tech. 22. Goals
from floor-Connors 4, Shanahan 4, Burke
2, Kitridge 1, Riley 1, Hinck 5, Forrester
1, Estes 1, Bieshle 1. Goals on free
tries-Mock 1, Forrester 2, Umberhaeur
1. Referee Bill O'C:onnlell. Umipire-K~elleher. Timer-Yates.
Time Twvo 20-mi.
halves .c
s

---

I. T. Swimmers Annex One Point

I

II

Once again the victorious Wah-Who- I
sence of Grover, the leading point
Wah of Dartmouth
College
was scorer Df the Engineers, resulted in
shrieked from- the hills of Hanover, the loss of a second and third place in
when the swimmers of the Big Green the fifty and century for his team.
Honors in the dash events were
won the New England Intercollegiate
split up between Bryant of Dartmouth
Championship held at Middleton, Con- and Captain Cole of Brown. In the
necticut, on Saturday evening, from hundred Cole just managed to put
five other colleges. The winners over- inches between himself and the Hanwhelmed their opponents, annexing 37 overian, but in the shorter event Bryant evened matters by barely emerg.
points, which was one less than half ing with a victory.
of the total made by the six colleges
McCaw and his team mate Simpson
staged a very fast race in the backtogether.
Brown was the closest rival of the stroke only to be disqualified at the
end of the distance. Michaels of Dartchampions with 16 points. Williams mnouth won the fancy dive from Hull
followed having 14. Then in order of Brown after both had displayed
came Wesleyan 5. Amherst 3, and very skillful work. In the relays the
Green secured an almost unfought vicTechnology 1. In the course of the
tory over Williams when Brown and
finals and semi-finals, only three real Amherst were disqualified.
upsets occurred. Lum of Williams, the
favorite in the back stroke failed to
place in his heat on Friday. Parker
of Williams took a third in the quarter
mile, instead of his expected first. McOn Saturday evening the UniverCaw of Dartmouth was disqualified in sity of Pennsylvania gymnastic team
the back stroke.
defeated Technology in the Walker
Three New England records were Memorial gym by a score of 42-12.
broken, two by Dartmouth and one The Institute was able to secure only
one first place, and that when Waller
by Williams.
Russell of Dartmouth scored an impressive win in the tumb,
lowered the 440 record by two seconds lizlg.
in the most closely contested race of
Pennyslvania had two men on their
the meet. Inches behind him Lang- team that could have practically won
worthy, Parker and Dodd finished al- the meet by themselves, each having
most in a dead heat. Schott took eight t-ken two firsts and a second. Kruetenths of a second from the breast ger and Kramer were the ones that
stroke record when he led his field made up this exceptional feat, and
home easily by a large margin. Dart- their performance has hardly ever if
mouth took a half second from the ever, been bettered at Technology.
former relays time when they outdisEhrman took the fifth first place for
tanced all five teams.
the visitors when he displayed his
Puschin, in the 440, was responsible ability on the side horse.
Bauer of
for the one point that saved the In- the Engineers ranked second to his
stitute from a shut out. He put up a team mat Waller in the tumblimng
great race and a real fight but the while Newcomb came third on the flyfield was too experienced.
The ab- ing rings.
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And Managers

All candidates for Varsity and freshmen tennis teams and all freshmen
and sophomores wishing to enter competition for assistant managers of tennis are requested to meet in room 10275 this afternoon at five o'clock. Tennis is one of Technology's most pop-

ular spring sports and in view of the
number of men in the Institute who
excel at the game competition for
berths on the Varsity and freshmen
squad should be unusually keen.
Next week the concrete courts will
be open and in condition for playing.
Immediately after they are put in use
trials will be held among the candidates. The winners of these trials will
be the probable members of the Varsity and freshmen teams.
As a nucleus for this year's Varsity there will be Peck, captain elect,
HHinck, Eddy and Peterson. The usual asbility of the Technology tennis
team may be estimated when it is recalled that Joe Russell, last year's captain, won the singles in the New England Intercollegiates.
So far this season's schedule includes Brown, Army, Dartmouth, Wesleyan, Tufts, and Boston University,
with tentative encounters with the
University of Pennsylvania and Pratt
Institute. Last year's team lost only
one match out of eight, defeating such
teams as Dartmouth, Brown, and BosI
ton
College. This season the racquet
wsielders are expected tfo come through
without a loss.
-

REAGAN,

KIPP CO.

Jewellers and Diamond
Merchants
162 TREMONT STREET
Specializing In Green Watches
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SCOTSMAN~
The most famous train in Europe traverses
that magic thread through Britain-the
LONDON AND NORTH EASTERNRAILWAY !

From Edinburgh, "The Modern
Athens"and Scotland's charming capitol,

TPhe landmarks
and traditionsof
nearlyseen
cenraries have given

the

to Cambridgea
delightfulatmosphiere that is unsurrpassed by any
other old-world
University.Cam6ridge, therefore, possesses
something of interest to every
American

LONDON AND NORTH

EASTERN

branches out to both coasts of
Scotland-through the Trossachs country
and into the wild beauty of the Scottish
Highlands. It serves St. Andrews and a
host of other world-famed golf courses.
And its network of rails is fairly dotted
with inland spas and seaside resorts.
Unexcelled restaurant car service and
single compartment sleeping car accomRAILWAY

stuent.

GYMNASTS LOSE TO
STRONG PENN TEAM
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The game was played as a prelimi-

Another victory was scored by the nary to the final game of the M. I. T.
Varsity

In New England Intercollegiate Meet

QUALITY RADIO EQUIPMENT
STANDARD SETS AND PARTS
INSTALLATION
SERVICE
Phone Kenmore 0746
125 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE
(Next to Cor. Boylston St.)
Boston
"First Tested-Then Sold"
-Discount to Tech Students-

iI

Technology's track coaches and
managers are planning to have a track
mass meeting in room 10-250 next Mondayr afternoon. All students and anybody connected with the Institute are
requested to be there. This will be
the real beginning of track activities
for the spring season. After coming
through the winter meets without a
defeat the prospects for a winning
spring season are brighter than ever.
Track has long been the major sport
at the Institute and is always given a
grand innovation before the formal
opening of their season. Everybody
is urged to attend, and regard the prospects of his college's track team for
the coming
spring. ---

-I

modations.

Next summer visit Scotland! Let the
American representative of the "LONDON
NORTH EASTERN "

plan your tour for

you. Save time and money and still see
everything that matters. Attractive illustrative booklets for the asking. Communicate with
H. J. KETCHAM, GENERAL AGENT
London & North Eastern Raitfway
3 11 Fifth Avenue, New York
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Big Attendance
CONQUER BRUINS At Third Joint
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ENGLISH HIGH BEATS
FRESHMAN FENCERS
From
Vernon Saves Freshmenn
Whitewash

Musical Concert| -Complete

Engineer Teamwork is Feature
Of Freshman Victory
Three Bands Furnish Music
At Providence
For Dancing Following
Regular Program
The 'victorious Cardinal and Gray
yearling five closed the season in a
blaze of glory, by setting back the
Brown frosh at Providence by the
score of 35-28.
Coach Berny Morgan's understudies
were gratefully deserving of victory as
they displayed the usual superior
grade of teamwork. Tleir passing and
their methods of working the ball under the basket were by far better
t'han the Bruins.
Play was about even during the earlier part of the first half with Allison,
the -iant center on which the Brown
teami was centered, and O'Hare, the
Brown guard, dropping the ball in
from all angles. O'Hare made several
pretty air baskets from the center
of the floor. With about three minutes to go in the first half the Bruins
were in the van with an advantage of
6 points. Then the Engineer gunnery
found the range of the basket and in
three minutes scored fourteen points.
Captain Brockelman and Norm McClintock, the tall rangy point man, scored
with little trouble.
In the last half the play was about
evenly matched as the scoring was
about even.
Allison and O'Hare were the big
point corralers for the Bruins while
the Engineer team work featured their
play.

ALUJMNUS TO ADDRESS
MECCHANICAL SOCIETY
Professor Audrey A. Potter '03, Dean
of Engineering and Director of the
Engineering Experimental Station of
Purdue University, will be the speaker
at the Mechanical Engineering Society meeting in North Hall, Walker tomorrow at 7:00 o'clock.
He is at present making a speaking tour of Student Branches of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers and his discussion tomorrow will
be "The Contribution of Engineering
to Human Welfare." Professor Potter is a graduate of the Institute,
Class of 1903, Course VI.

(Continued from Page 1)
the second appearance of the Dartmouth Instrumental Club was a specialty Charleston act offered by
Charles E. Richheimer '28. Following
the offering of "June" and "Alice,
Where Art Thou" by the Dartmouth
Club, the M. I. T. Glee Club Quartette
sang three numbers and the applause
called for an encore, but lack of time
prevented this. Next the Barbary
Coast Orchestra made its first appearance of the evening and was well
received. H. W. Corman, a specialty
dancer, accompanied them.
In order followed the M. I. T. Mandolin Club, the specialty banjo duet by
two Dartmouth men, and the Techtonians of M. I. T. The program was
closed by the customary Stein Song
after which dancing continued until 2
o'clock, with music furnished alternately by the Barbary Coast Orchestra, the Tunesters, and the TechI

OFFICIAL

DR. CRANDALL TO
ADDRESS SEMINAR

Professor Feels That Metallurgist
At Present Time
Has Bright Future
W _

What are the immediate prospects
'for a young mining graauate? If he
elects to follow straight mining he
can start on either the engineering
staff or the operating staff. In recent
years a goodly numbller have gone inIf
to the production of petroleum.
he prefers to specialize in the milling
or smelting of the or e after it is
mined lie will secure an opening in
the laboratory or in the plant. If he
leans toward the geological work he
will find that the large mining compalies llow maintain geological staffs
or he can become a junior member of
the federal or one of the state geological

sul rveys.

Finally,

if

he

has

taken the mining course with the
deliberate intention of not following
that profession lout because of his
realization that it is one of the broad-

est courses

in

eng~ineeringr

training,

Professor Favors Better Training
For EngineersIX In Self-Expression
Professor Higbie States That
Most Engineers Fail to
Write Well
There are many reasons, of a nature distinctly intimate and personal
to the individual, why colleges of engineering should devote much more
attention than they do to the development of writing ability among
their students. So writes Professor H.
H. Higbie of the Electrical Engineering Department at the University of
Michigan. His article in the Wiley
Bulletin goes on to say:
Someone, keenly conscious of these
important considerations, has said:
"The habit of committing our
thoughts to writing is a powerful
means of expanding the mind, and producing a logical and systematic arrangement of our views and opinions.
It is this which gives the writer a vast
superiority, as to the accuracy and
extent of his conceptions, over the
mere talker. No one can ever hope
to know the principles of any art or
science thoroughly who does not write
as well as read upon his subject."
We think in terms of words, even
when our thoughts are neither spoken
nor written. Throughout the development of civilization, language has
been not only the essential vehicle but
also the greatest stimulant for
thought.
Disadvantage To Engineers
"In consideration of the important,
useful, and potentially interesting
things they know, it is astounding how

few engineers are able to express
themselves appealingly either in writing or speech, even to other engineers
who speak their jargon, far less to the
public which is shamefully inappreciative of their abilities and worth,
while enormously indebted for their
achievement. There will never be an
end to this situation until we not only
require our students to write whenever a good motif is found, but make
it commendable for them to do so."
"The writing out of one's thoughts,
like the drawing of detailed plans,
compels one to analyse, organize, and
fit ideas together and thus minimizes
or prevents the fumbling that might
otherwise characterize almost any unusual operation. Writing upon serious subjects, especially if in competition or under the surveillance of a
competent preceptor, cannot be excelled as training for orderly and efdcient thinking, nor as a means to create standards and pride of workmanship in the student mind. Then, too,
the practice of writing out one's
thoughts affords valuable training in
presentation of studied material and
in "selling" one's own "goods."
"Not the least that we may say in
advocacy of more training and exercise
in writing is that it may and should
furnish an incentive to find novel and
interesting modes of expression for an
inadequate supply of thoughts. A person whose limitations of vocabulary
would not embarass him or even be
noticeable to himself in spoken discourse or conversation becomes thoroughly ashamed of his meagre, stereotyped or stilted modes of expression
when they appear in writing before
his own eyes."

Notices and Announcements

Interfraternity Basketball
Schedule

Prospects For Mining Engineer

Boston English High School fencing
team decisively defeated Technology's
freshman team by the score of 8 to I
Saturday afternoon in North Hall. Vernon saved his team from a whitewash
when in his final match he defeated
Hartman, the high school's alternate.
Staller starred for English High and
was without a doubt the most skillful
foilsmen in the meet.
Feldman a portsider, created quite
a lot of trouble as the Tech right handers couldn't manage to sneak around
his guard. In the last match the freshmen very nearly remedied this defect
by putting in their alternate, Harrison,
who also excels with his left hand.
Harrison proved that it is advantageous to be able to fence with the same
hand as your opponent uses when he
gave Feldman the best exercise he
had the whole afternoon.

President Howard Edwards of Rhode
Island State College holds that higher
education should not be limited to
those who have made brilliant preThe so-called inte~llivious irecords.
gence tests to determine the capacity
of applicants are a, d'elusion and do
not accurately measure ability. Selecftion of properly qualified students for
college ins substantially an unsolved
A line
but very pressing question.
has to be drawn -somewhere but it is
not enough that his record has been
The interclass wrestling meet held brilliant merely in books.
in the Walker gymi on Thursday and
Friday proved to be a success in that
many men competed and a number of I
promising new men were discovered.
The purpose of the bouts was mainly
to unearth if possible some candidates
for the second Varsity mat team,
which will compete in the New England Intercollegiates on Friday and I
Saturday.
PHYSICS X8.023
One man, Warburton, did so well
that he competed in the meet against
Lectures in X8.023 will be given in
Stevens in the 135-pound class in place
of Rabinovitz, who is out with a culi- accordance with the class schedule for
flower ear. As the experiment proved 8.04, beginning Wednesday, March 17,
so successful, it is thought that this at 10 o'clock. Recitations may be taken
meet will be made an annual fixture. with any of the 8.04 groups, beginning
with the week of March 22. Laboratory exercises in 8.023 should be arranged for in room 4-420 during the
week of March 15.

Dr. T. 33. Crandall of the Bell Telephlone Laboratories of New York will
be the speaker at the Physics Seminar in room 4-231 tomorrow at 4
Hie will lecture on "Wave
oD'clock.
Speech
of
Analyses
Forms and
Third Round
Sounds."
March 16-Kappa Eta Kappa
In collaboration with Dr. Fletcher in
-Lambda Chi Alpha
the Bell Laboratories, Dr. Blanchard
March 17-Sigma Nu
is doing research work on wave forms
Psi Delta
as applied to telephony and he will
March 18-Theta Delta Chi
discuss the theory as developed, and
Beta Theta Pi
practical applications. Lantern slides
All games to be played in the hang- will be shown illustrating recent devrelopmenlts.
ar at 7:30 p. m.

(Continued from Page 2)
good sums for his services. The goal
of the future will be position of director of a large mining enterprise corresponding to that which Mr. Swope
holds in the General Electric Company.
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PHYSICS X8.022

A meeting of candidates for the
Varsity and freshman tennis teams
will be held today at 5 o'clock in room
10-275.
Candidates for the positions of
freshman and sophomore assistant
managers should also report at this
time.

17
black
degrees Superlative in quality,
the world-famous
3
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NATIONAL GUARD AIR COURSE
Major C. H. Wooley will meet prospective candidates for the National
Guard flying course at the South Armory, Irvington Street, Boston.

give best service and
longest wear.
Buy
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The Managing Board of the Aero-

be held Friday in the Copley Plaza I
Tickets
Swiss Room. "Tunesters."
XEc 32
$2.50, on sale in Main Lobby 12-2
noon after Friday, March 12, or
A special examination in XEc32 any noon
this week.
any
in
to
1
will be given today from 12
I
room 1-271.
.C
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Plain ends, per doz.

Rubber ends, per doz.
e~t aftdearsA

$1.00
I -20

American Lead Pencil Co.
220 Fifth Ave., N.Y.

dozen
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Have your printing of all kinds
done in a plant running day
and night, cutting overhead
and giving SERVICE for you.
Catalogs, papers.
ANCHOR LINOTYPE PRINTING CO.
Main 4734. 144 High St., Boston, Mass.
L
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SIM4PLEXC
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II

Simplex Wires and Cables, insulated with rubber, paper or varnished
cambric and covered with braid, lead or steel armor, are renderinS
satisfactory service in many of the larger power stations of the
countr.
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Maufacturr

desire to go to foreign countries or
to rough it in the wilds. On the other
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
hand, many opportunities lie near at
SOCI ETY
home and for the man who prefers
rr
urban life there is the choice of large
'UniPurdue
A.
A.
Potter,
Professor
Salt
as
Butte,
such
mining centers
Lake City, and many others whlich versity will address the Mechanical
givre him all the conveniences and Engineering Society tomorrow night
luxuries to which he has become ac- in North Hall, Walker, at 7:00 o'clock.
customed in the effete east.
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he may start work along any one
Selectof almost innunimerable lines.
in-, at r andonl a class which has
been alradulated over ten years we
f ndl nine nianlagers . government enShice this article was writtenl the
ginleers and experts, iron and steel
op~erators, chemical enghineers, geol- author attended a luncheon of repogical enigineers, advertising mana- resentatives of mining schools from
gers, engineering1 salesmlen, railway all over the country in connection
engineers, commercial lbusiness men, with the annual A. I. M. E. meeting
'elects ical engineers and even a man in New York City and wvithlout excepin aviation. Similar analysis of other tiOnl the views of all these men were
classes wsould disclose many other found to coincide with that of the
even author as regards the promise which
including
of
endeavor
tines
beankilgn, agriculture and the minis- the future holds for ,studenits ill mini
ing ..
-try.

in the world

G o,
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Society will
Exercises in X8.013 will begin with nautical Engineering
the lecture Thursday March 18th. Reci- meet in room 3-312 today at 1 o'clock.
I
tations may be taken with any of the
groups listed on the first year sched- SOPHOMORE MIDWINTER DANCER
ule. Laboratory assignments should be
arranged for in Room 4-410.
Sophomore Midwinter Dance is to a

There will be a meeting of candiI
for the Varsity and freshman
dates
tennis teams in room 10-275 at 5
I
this afternoon. Trial matches
o'clock
will be held on the concrete courts
this week. Freshmen and Sophomores
intending to try out for positions as
assistant manager should also report
Mining has attractions for men who at this meeting.

rjrh,4u7elargestse
~~qualitypencil

I

The final examination in X8.022 will
be held on Saturday, March 20, in
Room 3-440, from 1:30 to 4:30.

The starting salary is practically
the same as in other engineering
lines and similarly the advances in
salary governed entirely by the abilExcept in a
ity of the individual.
few very lean years the demand for
mining graduates from Technology
has always exceeded the supply.

What is the nature of the mining
course at Technoology ? The aim of
Option I in Course III is to provide a
broad training to enable a man to followr the divisions of straight mining,
miniing, metallurgy or geology or
even any general engineer ing line.
Brliefly it accomplishes this by the
grounding in mathematics, physics
and chemistry, by the special professional whorlk in mining, ore dressing,
geology, by the
and
metallurgy
briefer courses in civil, mechanical
and electrical engineering, and finally
bay tile courses in economics and cultural subjects.
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Massachusetts Linotyping
Corporation

SOPHOMORE CLASS MEEETING
There wvill be a mass meeting of
the Sophomore Class in room 5-330
Wedlnesday at 5 o'clock.
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ClIRCUS COM MITTEE

The entire Circus Committee will
meet in the Committee Room of
W~allver Memorial tomorrow at 5.

PRINTERS' OF COLLEGE PUBLICATIONS
WEEKLIES AND MONTHLIES

DEBATING SOCIETY
There will be a meeting of the Debating Society tomorrow at one o'clock
ill room 2-190.
PO RTLAN D

CE M ENT
TION

SERVICE IS OUR MOTTO
. An,

ASSOCI A-

'The Portland Cement Association
wvill hold a meeting in room 3-270,
until
ev e ni ng
eraery
Tuesday
March 30, inclusive, waith the fins
meeting on Ap-ril 27. All m-eetings
run: trom 'six tto ten: o'|cock.
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167 Oliver Street

Boston, Mass.
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